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A Call For Resistance
Dear fellow Europeans and all others too,

In 1994 I wrote in "Vargsmål" that our governments let so many Muslims into our contries
possibly because they want us to feel threatened enough by them to support Israel no matter
what. This was before the government of the USA in secret launched their terror campaign on
their own population, and blamed the Muslims, to have an excuse to start their "War on
Terror" and subdue other countries without too many protests, but today this fairly original
hypothesis from 1994 seems to hold more truth than I could imagine.

What we have seen since 9/11 is a very aggressive campaign by some groups and companies
made up of very rich individuals to make us all accept more and more surveillance and
humiliation in the name of "the war on terror". They make us give up more and more of our
rights and our freedom, and everything is done in the name of this bogus "war on terror" and
of course "security". Our security, of course... Increased airport control; electronic passports;
DNA databases; personal information databases; more police surveillance; more cameras in
more locations; new laws; and so forth. They introduce new means to improve our "security"
almost weekly.

Had they introduced all their means to fights "terrorism" and make our societies "secure" in
one day every single one of us would have realised what they were trying to do and we would
have revolted. So instead they do it gradually and over time. After some time they will have
introduced enough means to make sure that we cannot revolt, even if we see through their lies
and break free from their brainwash and manage to think for ourselves long enough to
comprehend that we need to revolt against them. I may add that we are already way past
Orwell's 1984 dystopia in many respects; it's already worse than this to many of us! Soon
everyone will be in chains mental (through brain wash) as well as physical chains.

So what on Earth is it they want? Why do they want to turn us all into slaves? Of course it's
about power and money that has always been their main driving force but it's also about
hatred. These rich individuals hate us; they hate our culture, they hate our philosophy, our
history, our mythology, our values, our religion and most importantly; they hate us. By us I
mean those of European decent. Sure, they hate just about everyone else too, but their hatred
for Europe and everything European is the key here and the reason they are doing what they
do and they don't even understand this themselves! That only makes them more dangerous
though, because they think of themselves and present themselves with their massive
propaganda machinery as the victims whenever we protest against what they do, and always
act in accordance with this.

They think of themselves as above all the rest of us, and somehow believe perhaps instinctively
that they have the right to destroy us if they can. Now, they cannot unless we let them, we are
smarter, stronger and better than them, but for some reason we let them do this, albeit slowly
and somewhat reluctantly, and we have done so since the Christianization of the peoples of
Europe, and even more since anno 1789, and even more since anno 1881, and even more
since anno 1918, and even more since anno 1945, and even more since anno 2001. Today
even we hate ourselves, because we are so messed up mentally by their lie-propaganda and so
drained, ruined and exhausted by their 2000 year-old campaign to destroy us.

Dear European brothers and sisters; heed my words and take note of what I say in this call! Be
courageous, be strong, be smart; be European! Rid yourselves of this filthy beast's influence
over you and your home! Heal yourselves! Heal your kin! Heal Europe! To Europe and
everyone else too; RESIST THIS ENEMY!

Anyone who wishes to have my permission to translate this article into any language and
publish this article anywhere and in any form.

Yours truly,



Varg Vikernes
March 2011



War in Europe: Part I - Cui bono?
Many argue that Mr. Breivik was in fact executing orders from Mossad, to punish the
Palestine-loving Marxist-governed Norway, but first and foremost to create a false banner for
misinformed right-wing extremists to unite under, and that what he was doing was a "false
flag" operation.

His manifest is vast, some 1500 pages, and he is pretty thorough in both what he says and
what he did. There are a few facts that doesn't make sense to me. How can he list all the
problems caused by different Jews in our history and yet fail to mention even one of them with
a single word in his manifest? He attacks the symptoms of the disease Europe is suffering
under, but not the cause of the disease.

He is a Freemason too, and that certainly doesn't make any sense whatsoever. Freemasonry is
international Jewry at it's worst; they too are working for a de-construction of all nations on
Earth, and to build a global Hebrew temple, enslaving us all under the will of the Jews and
their servants, the Freemasons. Well, this explains why he doesn't say a word about the
creators of all the different religions and ideologies now set up to fight against each other.

He is a Christian too. Now, in a sense that does make sense, but why does it make sense? The
Jews created Christianity as a religion for non-Jews to follow, so that they too would become
worshippers of their Hebrew false "God", so that the unruly Pagan Europeans would become
servants and a powerful tool for the Jews. Whether the Jews created Islam too, or whether
they just saw an opportunity coming when it was created is not known, but we do know that
the Jews have always promoted conflict between these two religions and indeed they still do.
When the Christians grow too strong the Jews support the Muslims to weaken the Christians.
When the Muslims grow too strong the Jews support the Christians to weaken the Muslims.
They often support both sides too, if both sides are too strong, and they often do in secret.
Christians then kill Muslims, and vice versa, whilst the Jews laugh safely in the background,
profiting from it all.

Mr. Breivik either went straight into their trap, like so many Christians have done in the past
and still do, or he works knowingly for them, again like so many Christians have done in the
past and still do. The Christians and the Muslims, ladies and gentlemen, are but
soldiers/cannon fodder for the Jews in their mission to enslave us all under their rule.

What Mr. Breivik has said is largely true, in all except in what he doesn't say; he doesn't tell us
that the Jews are the origin to all these problems, and that they were created by the Jews to
hurt us. All we have to do to make this act of violence favourable to us is to make this clear to
everyone; the Jews created Marxism, feminism, Christianity (need I tell you that Jesus and not
least Paulus/Saul were both Jews?), so-called psychology, banking ("money lending"), the
hippie-movement and all other ideologies and movements which are aimed to destroy and de-
construct all nations in Europe. Behind each and every one of them you will find a Jew (or
some times a Freemason)!

How could you miss that out, Mr. Breivik?

Working for the Jews, are you Mr. Breivik, to unite all European right-wing extremists under
your false banner? To make sure the focus on the Jewish enemy of Europe is moved to
something else? Or maybe you don't even know that you have been used by sinister Jews?

So now not only Christians kill Muslims, and vice versa. Right wing extremists are supposed to
kill left-wing extremists too and vice versa I assume? Is that the plan? You did this to recruit
and make even the right-wing extremists fight for the Jews?

Who benefits from this? Israel does! The Jews do! None of our aggression will be directed at
them were it all should be directed. We will be fighting each other instead, whilst they move



about in the background, out of the spotlight, and profit from our suffering, and in secret
tighten the chains of slavery around our waists and ankles.

Oh, and by the way; true nationalists don't kill children of their own nation, even if someone
tries to brainwash them, like AUF did. They were not (yet) Marxist extremists; they were just
children.

Varg Vikernes
Bergen the 24th of July 2011

PS. You are free to send this article to everyone you know, and I hope you do. Translate it and
publish it if you can. I claim no copyright or reproduction right to the contents of this article!

Gilad Atzmon: Was the Massacre in Norway a reaction to BDS?
https://gilad.online/writings/gilad-atzmon-was-the-massacre-in-norway-a-reaction-to-
bds.html

Anders Breivik, Norwegian Terror Suspect, Admirer of Israel, Avigdor Lieberman
https://www.richardsilverstein.com/2011/07/23/anders-breivik-norwegian-terror-suspect-
admirer-of-israel-avigdor-lieberman/

[third link omitted by the editor, since the video titled “Zionist Terrorism in Norway” has been
removed from Youtube]

https://gilad.online/writings/gilad-atzmon-was-the-massacre-in-norway-a-reaction-to-bds.html
https://gilad.online/writings/gilad-atzmon-was-the-massacre-in-norway-a-reaction-to-bds.html
https://www.richardsilverstein.com/2011/07/23/anders-breivik-norwegian-terror-suspect-admirer-of-israel-avigdor-lieberman/
https://www.richardsilverstein.com/2011/07/23/anders-breivik-norwegian-terror-suspect-admirer-of-israel-avigdor-lieberman/


War in Europe: Part II - The Price of Anti-Racism
This is a reaction to Grethe Bøe-Waal, who the 21st of April 2012 wrote an article for
Aftenposten (a "Norwegian" newspaper) titled "The Price of Racism". She talks about her
adoptee friend of Asian descent who according to her was driven to suicide by the racism he
was exposed to in Norway. She talks about how the racists are responsible for the
consequences of their words.

As a Norwegian I react strongly to what she has to say, and would like that she and others like
her had a better understanding of reality. Racists are not the problem when Norwegians adopt
or in other manners import individuals of other races to our country. The problem is the "anti-
racists'" lack of respect for and comprehension of the fact that we actually have a diversity on
this planet not only in respect to different animal races and species but also in respect to
different human races and even different human species (see www.mariecachet.com for proof
of that)! If you take a look at nature you will see that the various animal races and species do
not mix naturally; only animals who have had their insincts broken down by breeding and
domestication and in a few rare cases also wild animals who have no alternatives (like animals
in captivity) mix with other races or species. If you for example take a dog and place it
amongst wolves the wolves will kill it immediately. That's how nature works, whether we like
it or not. "Anti-racists" for sure don't like it, for various reasons, but it is wrong to attack racists
only because they are exactly how nature intended them to be.

When the wolves kill a dog amongst them they don't need to be re-educated because of that.
The ones who need to be re-educated are those who placed the dog amongst the wolves in the
first place! Similarily, the racists don't need to be re-educated when they react negatively to
persons of other races living amongst them. Those who placed that person of another race are
the ones who need to be re-educated! We cannot and should not even want to change the laws
of nature. We should instead adapt to them. We cannot make the laws of nature fit to our own
confused ideologies and wild ideas.

I am sorry, Miss Bøe-Waal and others, but if it hadn't been for "anti-racists" spreading their lies
in Norway and elsewhere in the European world we would not have suffered from all the
problems we face today because of racism. Adoptive parents are not "evil" or want to hurt their
adopted children, but even the most selfish of them would think twice about adopting children
from another race if they understood the laws of nature and the consequences of them. They
don't understand this because they have been mislead by the massive lie-propaganda
(regarding the "multicultural" society's imaginary virtues) that we are all exposed to on a daily
basis in schools, in the media, in adverts and everywhere else too.

What you also seem to forget completely, Miss Bøe-Waal, are all the Norwegian victims of the
"anti-racists'" massive import of individuals of other races to Norway. In Oslo Norwegian
children are already exposed to the same racism, and are being bullied in school for being
white, are being beaten up in the streets for being white, et cetera, and suffer on a daily basis
because they are already becoming a minority in their own fatherland! Remember that even if
the wolves kill a dog who tries to live amongst them the dogs will start to kill the wolves if
they outnumber them sufficiently. Is it not only natural that Norwegians react when we are
about to be replaced by other races in our own country? This might happen in Oslo within 5
years, as claimed by Breivik, or 16 years as claimed by SSB, or it can take a 100 years for all
we know, but that is irrelevant; it is wrong for us to ever let it happen! We have the right to
live too, to survive as a nation in our own homeland, and soon we will not even have a place
to go either, if we want to escape the racism of the other races. The "dogs" are about to
become a majority in all European nations, so we will be exposed to their racism no matter
where we go. You so-called "anti-racists" have destroyed all our European countries with
massive immigration! Where are we supposed to live then? Where are my blonde children
supposed to live in 60 years? Where are their blonde children supposed to live? Why do you
only care about coloured individuals who have fallen victim to racism, and at the same time
work actively to make sure everyone of your own race will fall victim to the same racism? Are
you incapable of seeing the lunacy in this?



Try to corner an animal and you will see what will happen! Be not surprised when the animal
attacks you. Humans are also animals, and people like Anders Breivik act on instinct because
you have cornered them. You can actually thank yourselves for the fact that he killed some of
you "anti-racists". You have cornered our entire European race! Like Breivik says more and
more individuals in the European nations will react with aggression. Finally large groups will
revolt. Perhaps even entire peoples. The future does not look bright. The carnage will come
and it is all your fault! This is a consequence of your "anti-racist" policies and your actions! You
and those who "educated" you are responsible for this.

Since you show such a total disregard for the laws of nature why not invent an ideology that
denies the existence of gravity too. Then all of you can just jump off a cliff, and at least you
will not trouble anyone else when you are smashed against the rocks below. Then you, Miss
Bøe-Waal, can learn the seven truly redeeming words; "Do you want to fly with me?", and you
can say that to all your "anti-racist" friends, and free the rest of us from your insane self-hating
ideology. If you did that at least nobody would have been driven to suicide because of racism,
be raped by men of other races, be stabbed on the tram in Oslo by Negroes, be beaten for the
colour of their skin or in other manners be subjected to the racial conflict you have created
with your "anti-racism" policies the last 67 years. Let the dogs live where they belong, and let
the wolves live where they belong. Everyone will live happier and better lives if they just stick
to their own and stay on their own turfs.

This image (taken from "Aftenposten", a "Norwegian" newspaper) shows the percentage of
immigrants of all ages in Oslo in 2002 and 2012. The percentage of immigrant children (<18
year olds) in Oslo is approximately double this number. So in some parts of Oslo about 90% of
all children are immigrants.

[map showing the percentages of foreigners in the various parts of Oslo omitted, numbers
range from 14% to 49%]

Varg Vikernes
Author, writer and musician.
Bergen 21.04.2012



War in Europe: Part III - Homo sovieticus
There is one question in relation to the Utøya event that needs to be answered; how can one
single person armed with semi-automatic small arms walk freely about on a fairly small island
and shoot his targets when he is outnumbered by about 700 to 1? He says himself that he was
attacked only once during his more than an hour long expedition, by a single person whom he
simply pushed away and shoot dead on the ground. The number of left-wing extremists he
shot dead never troubled me, the attack in itself never troubled me or surprised me for that
sake but this very shameful fact troubled me from day one, and it still troubles me.

My first reaction to this was of course shame. How can my countrymen be so extremely
coward and indeed helpless? What is wrong with them? I mean, any sane, healthy and
unbroken (so to speak) human being in such a situation would at least try to fight back,
organize small bands armed with rocks and sticks, and try to ambush the guy et cetera. Sure, a
few attackers would surely be killed if a group had attacked him, but he would have been
overwhelmed in the end, and it would have ended his massacre. Even with a bullet or two in
your body you can still fight on, only to die later from blood loss. You are not helpless even
when severely wounded. You only need a fighting spirit to keep on fighting. You might think
differently, but I know that. I have fought on wounded (with a crushed jaw) myself (and
emerged victorious), and I have seen others do the same; the best known of them would be
Aarseth, who stopped running and fought back even after he had been stabbed at least 7 times
and had had both his lungs punctured. He did because he was cornered by then, but still. Even
those cornered on Utøya didn't fight back, exept the one example I mentioned above. The
others did nothing. Some of them stopped, resigned and just waited for him to shoot them.
Others lay down covering their heads with their arms. Some begged for mercy. They were all
executed by Mr. Breivik.

The social darwinist in me applaud this; cowards like that deserve to die! However, I think I
understand why they reacted that way. You see, I too grew up in the "Social Democratic" (i. e.
Marxist) Norway. So let me tell you a short story about this oh-so-blissful country of Norway....

Like almost all Norwegians I first met the true Norway in kindergarten; a children's prison with
left-wing extremist feminist guards, indoctrinating their helpless victims with lie-propaganda
and forcing the children to "share" and "be kind" to each other. No competition was allowed.
No "winning" or indeed "losing" was allowed; everyone were supposed to always be equals in
all and everything. No playing alone was allowed. You play with others kids (in communion)
and sing happy extremist songs with the fanatic "prison guards". The brave kids and I was one
of them ran away from this, tried to hide from the "guards" in the playground and even tried to
escape from the kindergarten. I was only three years old when I first scaled the fence and ran
the 2 km back home, through the streets, all by myself. When home I called the door bell to
get in and was "arrested" by my mother, who for some reason was home from work that day,
and she mercilessly sent me back to the Marxist children's GULag.

My story differs a bit from that of other poor Norwegian children, though. My liberation from
kindergarten came sooner, when my father was hired to work for Saddam Hussein in Iraq in
1979. He was one of those engineers who helped build Iraq in the years after Saddam Hussein
had become president. The English school in Baghdad was full, so when I was 6 years old I
was sent to ordinary Iraqi public school.

Iraq was a bad experience in so many ways; my brother and I had to fight off attackers several
times, in school and in the streets, we barely escaped rabies infected packs of dogs chasing us
in the streets, we once had to run for our lives from a drunk killer, who was still wielding the
axe he had used when he killed his wife (he was later shot dead by Iraqi police in the streets),
we almost died from food poisoning and so forth. I can add that I also saved the life of an
Englishman there, who had drowned in a pool (and he was rescued and resuscitated because
to me). I think my parents were extremely irresponsible for taking their family to live in Iraq,
but I guess they didn't have the opportunity to know any better like we do today (we can just
google it). However, at least I was able to see more of reality than I was in Norway. Reality



had in Norway been replaced by some sort of "Social Democratic reality-substitute", where
everything is perfect, and where the mighty Norwegian state takes care of everything. Soviet
Norway holds your hand, ad mortem.

When I returned to Norway I was sent to primary school and I was a very successful student.
The only problem was that I was too successful for my own good; when I was done with all my
tasks well ahead of the others I was meant to wait for them to catch up with me. You see, in
Marxist Norway everyone are "equals" and that means in practise that nobody are allowed to
be any better than the slowest, dumbest and least skillful of them all! There are no seperate
classes for good students, or even seperate classes for very bad students. They are instead all
placed in the same classroom, because there are no "good" or "bad" students in Norway! They
are all equals, and given equal opportunity they will all be the same... or at least that is what
the Marxist extremists say. So when I had finished all my tasks after maybe 5 minutes the rest
of the 45 minutes in class were spent waiting. Of course the dumbest kid never finished his
tasks before the class ended, he was too stupid to grasp anything at all, so I was never given
any new tasks. I was always left there to wait. And wait. And wait. For 6 years. There was
never any real challenges in school. More than anything I was bored in elementary school. I
was so fed up when elementary school ended that I wanted to attend another junior high
school than the other kids in my class to make sure I didn't end up being bored all the time in
junior high too. Maybe hopefully there would be no idiots slowing me down in a new class?!

So when I attended junior high school I was the only one there from my old elementary school.
I was the new kid in class. All the others came from other schools. Alas! My hope was soon
crushed. The system was as Socialistic and idiotic there as in my elementary school. The
problem had not been my old school, my old teacher or my old class; the entire school system
in Norway was like that! When I started to skip classes in 8th grade, stopped doing homework,
stopped paying any attention to what the teachers said and did other things in class instead
and still managed to get good grades I realized that it was all a waste of my time. I gave up on
the entire education system in Norway, and in the 9th grade I barely attended school at all,
skipping classes 2/3 of the time.

I got myself a higher education years later, when I took senior high school exams, and later
college exams, as a "private candidate", and of course this was no sweat either. I once just read
through one single book once the day before the exam and got the best grade possible. I only
bothered to do so because I was in prison, and this was a better alternative to prison work (i. e.
do completely meaningless and tedious tasks in prison, like drilling holes in wooden boards
the entire day). No education in Norway taught me anything; I regard myself as fully
autodidact.

What I just said might seem as a digression to many, but it isn't; it exemplifies perfectly how
Norwegian children are raised in Norway and it never changes. Even at the university in
Norway nobody demands anything from them. You can get a fancy degree in Norway with
minimal effort, and all the way you will be followed by the dumbest, slowest and worst
students. You see, they too are given the "equal opportunity" to get a fancy degree, and in
order to make sure they too succeed the Marxists have removed all real challenges on the way.
You can pass a course at the university in Norway by reading maybe three or four books. In my
English course at the university in Tromsø I only had to translate four pages of text and attend
lectures a once or twice each week to pass. I am not kidding!

The Norwegians don't know any better; they are proud when they get their degrees, thinking
they are successful when they do, not knowing how difficult it would be to get the same
degree in any other country in the world (Ghana included...). They are lost in the Marxist
substitute reality. Naturally they educate very few mathematicians or physicians or biologists
in Norway; you cannot cheat with natural sciences. To learn mathematics you bloody well
need to understand mathematics too! So Norway after year 2000 educates fewer (!) natural
scientists than Norway did in the 1950ies, when we didn't even have senior high schools for



everyone. The educational budget is about a thousand times larger today, but... their priorities
lie elsewhere, so to speak. As explained above.

After education they are just about all given a job. Norway is proud to be one of the countries
in the world with the lowest unemployment rates! Wow! What a feat! Marxism must work
then, right? Well, not exactly. The Soviet State of Norway has created an abnormal amount of
what I call "artificial jobs", intended only to employ Norwegians and to keep the
unemployment rates down. We have socionoms, sexologists, journalists en masse, social-
anthropologists and so forth, all sent out to confirm the Marxist myths and to keep the
Norwegian people in ignorance. Even the dumbest working-class girls have their fancy degrees
and are now allowed to perform completely meaningless tasks professionally.

What happens then, to all Norwegians who work, is that the state takes most of the money
they earn, in form of extremely high taxes (my father payed more than 60% taxes at one point
in his career!). In return the state provides them with everything they need; roads, police, a
fire department, hospitals and so forth. The welfare system takes care of everyone. You are
poor? No problem, the state will help you! You are sick? No problem, the state will help you!
You cannot read or write properly? No problem, the state will take care of you! You are
depressed? No problem, the state will help (medicate) you! (You want to die? No! You are not
allowed to; you belong to the state!) Your car has been stolen? No problem, the state will help
you! The car was completely smashed by the car thief? No problem, the state will help you!
You have children? No problem, the state will raise them for you! Your children are not
Marxists? No problem, the state will indoctrinate them for you! And so forth. The state needs
all those tax money because the state takes care of everything! And don't you dare do anything
yourself!

If you indeed try to do anything by yourself in Norway you are severely punished for it. Private
business? Hell no! Tax them to death! You want to build your own house? Hell no! That is
illegal in Norway unless you first attend a state controlled "house building course", lead of
course by one of those losers who otherwise would have been unemployed. (This is by the way
a good example of an "articifial job".) You want to protect yourself from physical assault, by
beating up the assailant? Hell no! Go to prison you damn violent brute! You want to protect
that woman being raped in the street over there? Hell no! We have a police for a reason! You
beat up a rapists in action? That is assault; go to prison! You win a fist fight (even if you were
attacked)? Go to prison! You lose a fist fight (even if you are the aggressor)? Poor, you; we
will hold your hand...

And that is where we find the answer to my original question; Norwegians are so ruined by
this Socialist ideology and by the fact that they go through life holding hands with the Soviet
state that they feel they are not allowed to protect themselves or even others! Not when
Norwegian women are being raped by immigrants in the streets, not when Norwegian men are
assaulted by immigrants in the streets, and not on Utøya when a single man attacks 800 of
them. They are expected to wait until the Soviet state (in form of the Norwegian police)
arrives and protects them. The teenagers on Utøya probably even feared punishment from the
state if they had tried to protect themselves!

Oh, and dear friends, trust me when I say that any fear they might have had of being punished
for defending themselves was well founded. I know because I defended myself in Norway,
many times, and I was always punished for it. I was punished when I did in kindergarten, in
school and also as an adult. When Aarseth planned to kill me and I confronted him; he
panicked and attacked me, so I defended myself and killed him instead, and for that I spent 16
years in prison for murder! It has dawned to me that perhaps that was their main issue with
me! Sure, they didn't like that I was an anti-Jewish racist, but their main problem might have
been that I had the nerve to defend myself rather than ask and depend on their sacred Marxist
state for help! I showed to the world that I didn't need the Norwegian state! I could take care
of myself. Sacrilege! Blasphemy! Stone him!



Today I pity the teenagers on Utøya, both those who have to live with the shame of running
away from danger rather than face it and confront their enemy, aswell as those who were
killed that day. They were not even allowed to be courageous; they were brainwashed
throughout their lives into always trust the state to handle all problems for them, so even if
many of them were perhaps originally courageous human beings we will forever remember
them all as cowards. The Norwegian Marxist state failed them miserably on Utøya, and will
continue to fail its citizens, whether they are being killed, raped or beaten up or if they suffer
in other manners, until the day it is replaced by a Nationalist state teaching their citizens to
stand on their own feet and defend themselves and others when needed.

The Social Democracy in Norway is not only to blame for the motives of the gunman on Utøya,
but also for the number of victims, and I am gravely worried about the future of my nation
when I see how broken down so many Norwegians are by this system. My countrymen are
being turned into feeble, worthless, spineless, self-hating sub-human beings, completely
helpless and fully dependent on the state to take care of everything for them; they turn into a
Norwegian form of the homo sovieticus.

Varg Vikernes
Bergen 1st of May 2012



War in Europe: Part IV - Si vis pacem, para bellum
The Jews are already in power in Europe, if not directly then indirectly through their errand
boys and lackeys in the media and governments of Europe, but they also see the writing on the
wall. Whilst the media and politicians in our part of the world for the time being are doing
their best to pretend there is no popular Nationalist opposition, to their plan to mongrelize and
thus destroy the European race, certainly the Jews know that it is just a matter of time before
the Nationalists take over the political power in many and eventually all the European nations.
So in order to keep their influence the Jews try to infiltrate and control the Nationalist
movement as well.

The Jews try to use flattery, bribes, threats and you-name-it to get control over the Nationalist
parties in Europe. They even try to pretend they are already in control of certain Nationalist
parties, by speaking positively about them in the Jewish-owned media, to make the followers
of these political parties believe so and accept the idea of a victorious pro-Zionist Nationalist
movement in Europe. The Jews have to do this in order to keep their power, because they
know that the Nationalist parties in Europe will sooner or later take over all power in Europe.
Sooner rather than later some places, like in France and several Eastern European countries.

In our Nationalist movment (and for the sake of simplicity I use that term in this context as an
umbrella to cover all anti-Jewish, racially aware movements in Europe) we see that Jews
infiltrate or try to our groups and participate in discussions on Nationalist forums, pretending
they are European Nationalists. The best known example of this is of course the Fjordman
character, who pretends to be a Norwegian Nationalist but who in reality is a Zionist Jew –
and if in doubt just take a look at his picture (just google "Fjordman"). Some of the Jews also
let us know that they are Jews, and then pretend to support us and agree with us. Even I have
received personal e-mails from Jews e. g. agreeing with me that Christianity is such a terrible
thing (as if they weren't behind that too), and who claim we have a common cause. Sorry,
Jews, but I am not a fool and I am not for sale.

The most extreme measures taken by the Jews to unite all Nationalists under their Zionist
banner is of course to execute false flag terrorist operations. They brainwash and use naive
European Nationalists, the best known of course being Anders Breivik of Norway, and have
them perform more or less extreme acts of terror against their own peoples. You should not be
surprised when I tell you that Anders Breivik's mentors (NB! as described by the "Norwegian"
media) were all Jews (including Fjordman). The Jews stop at nothing to achieve their world
domination.

So what are we to do? What are we who know the real cause to all our problems supposed to
do? What are e. g. the English supposed to do when their only real hope, the BNP, has been
turned into a tool for their worst enemies? What are the poor Dutchmen supposed to do, in
their too crowded country, when their only potential saviour, Geert Wilders, is really a Zionist
and a Jew puppet? What are the Norwegians supposed to do when the closest they will ever
get to voting for a so-called right wing Nationalist party is to vote for the Communist party?

Is Breivik right when he says that the only means left for us to use is violence? I don't think so.
What I see is a Jewish community in panic. They do not have as much direct control in Europe
as they want us to believe. Their main influence is through their money and their different -
isms, from Liberalism to Socialism, from Feminism to Communism, and their religions, from
Islam to Christianity, and through their media, spreading their hateful ideas, but they don't
have that much real power. We only think they do. They want us to think they do, to make us
lose hope and give up.

The Jews understand that their plan is failing, that we are disclosing them further every day,
that hundreds and hundreds of Europeans are enlightened by Nationalists every day, and that
thousands and thousands of Europeans every day understand – without our help – why the
economy is failing (of course because of the greedy Jewish bankers). The Jews see the victory
slipping through their fingers! They were that close to finishing us off through mongrelization,



but we have been too resilient for them to succeed! Only the low-brow scum amongst us did
ever procreate with Afro-Asians, and the vast majority stay European and have European
children!

Do not just sit back and relax and wait for us to emerge victorious though. Keep on fighting;
spread the truth, resist the lie-propaganda of the enemy and help others do the same. And
most importantly; only vote for strongly anti-Jewish and anti-Zionist Nationalist parties! If
they do not exist, start them up yourselves, and cooperate with all others who do the same,
whether you like them personally or not, or infiltrate and take over the Zionist "Nationalist"
parties en masse. If you cannot openly tell the truth without the risk of persecution use the
term "banker" instead of "Jew", and they cannot touch you. Talk about "culture" and "language"
instead of "race", talk about "keeping the diversity" instead of "the threat to your nation", and
so forth. They cannot touch you if you do, and most Europeans will understand what you
mean by this anyhow. We Europeans are perhaps too kind and naive for our own good, but we
are not stupid – and most of us are sick and tired of being treated like inferior human beings in
our own countries.

If you want to hang someone or shoot them in the back of the head, for betraying their own
race or for attacking out nations with coward and dishonest means, I understand you very well,
but please wait until after we have won, when you can do this lawfully. There is enough rope
for all of them, and bullets too, so just be patient. They will hang soon enough anyhow. And
their brainwashed offspring too. And their f***ing dogs.

P.S. In case you wonder; I cannot start up any party in Norway myself, because of my criminal
record.

Varg Vikernes
Bergen 21.04.2012



War in Europe: Part V - Breivik Unveiled
Anders Breivik, the Utøya Freemason Zionist and murderer of (amongst others) dozens of
Norwegian teenage girls, has written a 27 page long letter to the Norwegian Department of
Justice complaining about the treatment he has to endure in the Norwegian prison system. He
accuses them for deliberately trying to break his will and push him to suicide.

The funny thing is that Breivik was for a long time a member of FRP (Fremskrittspartiet), a
rather popular Liberal and Zionist so-called "right-wing" party in Norway. This party has
always complained rabidly about how well criminals are being treated in Norwegian prisons,
that Norwegian prisons are like hotels, that old people are worse off than prisoners are in
Norway, and so forth. I guess the former FRP-member has a different opinion now that he can
see how it is like to be in a Norwegian "hotel". Ironically Breivik is even doing time in the most
modern and absolutely newest of all the "hotels" in Norway. Not what you expected is it, Mr.
Breivik?

What I suspect when I read about how Breivik deals with prison life is that Breivik thought to
himself (being one of those ignorant FRP-members after all) that spending the rest of his life in
a Norwegian prison would be a walk in the park. His "grand sacrifice" of his own freedom was
probably based on just that; the ignorant FRP perception of the Norwegian prison system. He
surely realises now that he was wrong, and that prison life is not so easy after all. Poor
Breivik... he cannot play WoW from his luxury prison cell for the rest of his life after all, as I
am sure he thought he could.

To him and others like him, who think or in Breivik's case at least thought that Norwegian
prisons are like hotels, I can tell that they are not. I can also tell that the newer (and thus also
the more "luxurious") the prison the worse it is to do time there, and all the prisoners I spoke
to about this agreed with me. It was much better to serve in the old prisons. The statistics
speak volumes as well. E.g. in Bergen Kretsfengsel (the old and shabby prison in Bergen,
closed down ages ago now) there were hardly any suicides at all, whilst in Bergen
Landsfengsel (the new "hotel" prison in Bergen) there were many suicides. Compared to Oslo
Kretsfengsel (another old and shabby prison) Bergen Landsfengsel actually had (from 1993 to
1994) 20 times as many suicides (with prison size taken into account)! Prisoners hung
themselves, burned themselves to death, cut their wrists and you name it. Why would they, if
serving time in a modern prison was such a walk in the park? And why didn't they in the old
and shabby prisons?

Now, I will not waste any (more) time talking about the prison system in Norway, I have
better things to do and certainly bigger concerns as well.

To Breivik I can only say I hope you do kill yourself. You have killed more Norwegians than
the entire Muslim population in Norway has done the last 40 years, and you claim to be a
Norwegian nationalist and patriot fighting (alongside your Jewish masters) against Islam, to
protect us against their crimes!? I am sorry to say so, but you have made a big mistake. Islam
has been imported to Europe by Jews, so that guys like you would run to the Jews and fight
for them like you did when you murdered future mothers of Norwegian children. Death to you
and to all other "European" Zionists out there as well! You are the main problem for Europe,
because guys like you allow the Jews to run Europe into the ditch. The Jews would not have
been able to do anything to us if it hadn't been for Christian losers like you!

With that said, I think it is about time we draw the line here. If you, dear European
nationalists, really want to save Europe (as a biological term) you have to realise that the only
thing to do is to cast aside all Christian and other international nonsense and embrace only the
European (i. e. Pagan) values and ideals and if you like the European deities as well. If you
work for Christianity in any way you work for the Jews. Plain and simple. This also applies to
Front National and other pro-Christian political nationalist parties who now when this is so
important fail to clearly express their views on the Jew-question. If you are serious in your
attempt to preserve anything European you better drop that Christian nonsense right away and



embrace our European heritage! Period. Christianity is internationalism, so you cannot fight
for both your nation (race) and Christianity. You have to choose. Christianity is partly based
on Judaism, an Asian religion, and it is foreign to us. This is a fact that cannot be disputed,
whether you like it or not. Christianity is the cause of all our problems, because the Christians
(with their "holy" bible) allow the Jews (their "chosen people") to enter through our back
doors and spread their foul Hebrew poison into our minds and wells.

The Christian slaves and other internationalists lead by their Jewish masters have tried and
failed to destroy our European race and culture for 2000 years now. As long as there are true
Europeans alive they will continue to fail, and our European blood makes sure that we can at
any time revive the true European spirit and turn Europe into our Elysium again. We can do it
in less than one generation, and they know it and they fear it more than anything else. A
European Europe will ruin their plans for Jewish world domination.

Today we are on the offensive. For the first time in many decades. The Jews are unveiled as
weak and powerless, and they lose more and more of their support in Europe. Every day
thousands of Europeans wake up and see the true white light, and they see the true face of the
backstabbing, treacherous, money-lending, murderous, coward, paedophile slaver-Jew. The
tide has turned, and yet again Europe is about to rid itself of the eternal Jew and his
destructive influence, like we have done so many times before as well. However, we must
remember that as long as we or some of us embrace Christianity the Jew will be allowed to
return, with all his evils, and we will again head for disaster. The final solution to this problem
is not to kill anyone, but to raise our children with European ideals and values, and a
European world view, and make sure that Christianity dies out when our coward parent
generation dies out. With Christianity gone there will be no reason why the Satanic tribe of
Judea should ever again gain any influence in Europe.

Wake up Europe!

Varg Vikernes
Bergen 13.12.2012



War in Europe: Part VI - Regarding Adam Lanza and His Tribe
There are many websites and magazines dedicated to conspiracy theories out there and one
thing that strikes me when I investigate this subject is how these websites and magazines
consequently mix obviously ludicrous conspiracy theories with well founded conspiracy
theories. They e. g. write about David Icke's claim that Dinosauroid-like Alien Reptiles are
dominating the World and the claim that history as presented to us is full of lies in the same
tone, as if both these theories fall into the same category. They talk about Americans wearing
tin-foil hats to receive signals from aliens and historians who argue that something is amiss in
the official history in the same tone, as if they fall into the same category.

They do indeed also speak about well founded conspiracy theories, and they have to, because
these theories are out there and they are indeed well founded and everyone with a sharp mind
and some knowledge who does some investigation will come to the same conclusion. The only
thing they can do to undermine these theories is to list them alongside the ludicrous theories
most of them probably created for this purpose. If you are given a list with 100 conspiracy
theories and only 2 or 3 of them are real, then you are unlikely to ever find and study the real
theories. You can only stomach a few of the ludicrous theories before you probably grow tired
and find something else to worry about instead. They achieve what they want; you don't get to
know of the real conspiracies in our world and you will automatically think of them as
nonsense if you ever hear about them in the future. It seems as if they want to make sure that
they can completely undermine any alternative theory in the public view simply by labelling it
as a conspiracy theory. If it is we must of course all automatically think of it as wrong, and
outright ridicules, and pay no more attention to it. End of story.

One of the theories that is given the least attention is of course the theory that Jews are trying
to exterminate the European race. It is as far as I have seen only ever presented as part of "The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion", which of course is a conspiracy theory that has been ridiculed
and attacked for ages now. This is probably a conspiracy theory that most of us already think
we know for sure is bogus.

Interestingly, if you actually study "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion" you will find that the
Jews have done and are doing almost exactly what this books claims they did and would do.
You will also find that most of the editions of "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion" published
after the war have been heavily censored and abbreviated. You even have to look hard just to
find a copy of the whole book. They present to us evidence that "The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion" is a hoax, that it was really based on a satiric play and written by an Imperial Russian
intelligence officer to discredit the Jews (who were busy assassinating Russian nobles, blowing
up their children with bombs and such, as part of the Jewish Nihilist movement [yet another
Jewish terrorist movement] in Russia at the time [the late 19th century], to set the stage for
their Bolshevik coup d'état), and of course it is impossible for us today to know whether this is
true or not. But this is really irrelevant, because we can judge the book from its contents. If it
makes sense, if it presents the facts as we can perceive them and if it is likely we can only
come to the conclusion that it must be real; that whoever wrote this book had found the truth
about the Jews and their sinister plans! If it is not real then it must have been written by a
prophet with divine gifts, who were able to foresee all these things decades before they
happened. Now, what is more likely, that some human being (perhaps a very smart Russian
investigator?) found out about their plans and warned his contemporaries with a book/report,
or that some by the Heavens gifted man with prophetic abilities wrote it for some inexplicable
reason?

Today we are bombarded with accusations and ridicule by the mere mention of "The Protocols
of the Elders of Zion", but those who accuse and ridicule us have probably never even seen a
copy of this book themselves. They just parrot what others have said before them, and do what
good slaves are supposed to do. They obediently do what they have been programmed to do
(as "magically foreseen" in "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion"). Those who have the brains
and guts to think for themselves will be disarmed the moment they Google it, and find the lists
of utterly idiotic theories placed in the same category ("conspiracy theories"), and the vast



majority of these good and honest men and women will cower and give up before they even
find a full copy of the book themselves.

There are other real anti-European conspiracies known to us, but at least one of them is even
illegal to discuss, but I can tell that Jews in the SSSR claimed that "6 million Jews" had been
exterminated by the Germans in the 30ies, in other words before the war had even started.
Well, Jews actually claimed this several times before the war, in 1919 and in 1921, as well as
in 1938. Why did they claim this? And why 6 million every time? We all know it is false, even
those of us who believe the Germans exterminated 6 million Jews during the war, but why did
they claim this in 1919, 1921 and 1938 as well? What did they know that the rest of the world
didn't know, if they as official history claims knew before it happened that Germany would
exterminate 6 million Jews? What if they would have claimed this no matter what the
Germans actually did or did not do to the Jews, because it was a part of their plan?

Alas! We are truly blue-eyed. We are so trustworthy, naïve and good that we are unable to see
and indeed believe that the Jews can be that deceitful, cruel and sinister. We would never do
to anyone what they do to us and others, and we erroneously think they are like us, so we
cannot make ourselves believe or indeed fathom that they would do something like that either.
The fact is that they do, they have always done, and they are not like us!

The porn industry is Jewish and designed to break down European morals and sense of honour.
The banking system is Jewish and designed to turn us into debt slaves. Feminism is Jewish and
designed to reduce the number of children born by European mothers. Capitalism is Jewish
and designed to cultivate greed and egoism in Europeans. Socialism is Jewish and designed to
break down the tribal and racial identity of Europeans. Christianity is Jewish and designed to
destroy our traditions and values. Fashion is Jewish and designed to reduce the fertility of
European women and increase the chance for them to (if they ever do) procreate with men
from other human races. And so forth. The list of genocidal "programs" they have working is
very long, and they are all working to fulfil their goal to exterminate us.

Now, the question many naturally have is of course why? Why on Earth would they want to
exterminate us? The answer is simply because we the brave, skilled, creative, inventive,
intelligent and honourable Europeans stand in their way of world domination. We are the
exact opposite of Jews; we are honest, kind and racially healthy, we object to injustice and
cruelty, and we think lying and greed are bad things, and so forth. We would not have allowed
their rule, and we are much stronger than them! They on the other hand have always been
slavers, money-lenders and assassins, full of deceit, cruelty, greed and dishonesty, and they
have cultivated these horrible traits through their Satanic religion. For 3000 years they even
demanded that in order to become a Jew you had to kill an innocent child (usually through
stoning). Those of them who refused, because they thought it was wrong and immoral, were
themselves stoned to death (for "blasphemy", as this had been ordered by Jehovah, their
demonic anti-god). Now, after 3000 years of this practise they had pretty effectively weeded
out any genes for goodness, so to speak, in their cult, and they were left with a group of
thoroughly rotten, cruel and bloodthirsty individuals. The Jews we know today descend from
these Satanic anti-humans, and they continue a form of this practise today (in a manner too
disgusting and despicable to discuss here), as expressed in different ways by Jews like Adam
Lanza and Jeffrey Epstein, and a whole long list of others too (who of course are always
presented to us by the Jewish-controlled media as "white men"), and this of course explains
not only why they want to exterminate us, but also why they are so over-represented in every
criminal or in other ways immoral activity and business in this world; in illegal drug trafficking,
in slavery and human trafficking, in illegal organ smuggling, in weapons smuggling, in the
banking system, in professional assassinations (like Murder Inc.), in child massacres, in politics,
in the porn industry, in paedophile rings, in prostitution, and in all other criminal and
repulsive activities. Israel itself is the spider in the web of organised crime all over the world!
And I dare say; of course it is. Israel is their safe haven.



To those who still think fondly of the Jews, and list all their scientific awards to prove just how
wonderful they are, and perhaps even to prove that they are better than us (being "god's
chosen people" and all), I can only say that this is nonsense. The fact that Jews hand each
other awards, like Nobel prizes, is in no way proof that they are in any way superior to us. This
is a part of their deceitful plan, and you are a fool if you think they are any better than us.
They have e. g. infiltrated all the Nobel institutions, so I am today actually more surprised
when a non-Jew achieves a Nobel award than I am when a Jew receives one. They cultivate
their positive image, amongst other things by handing each other prestigious awards, as part
of their deceitful plan, but if you investigate this further (and doing so automatically become
labelled an "anti-Semite", of course, losing your job and social standing and everything in the
process) you will find that behind this screen there is only deceit, treachery and lies. The
"brilliant" Albert Einstein, presented to us as the Jewish science Messiah (like Jesus was
presented to us as the Jewish religion Messiah, Freud was the Jewish psychology Messiah,
Rosa Luxemburg the Jewish feminism Messiah, Karl Marx the Jewish socialism Messiah, and so
forth), is known for his Theory of Relativity but the fact is that this is not even his theory! He
stole the entire theory from a European, a Frenchman, Henri Poincaré. When you investigate
this further you find that the Jews honoured with awards (of course by other Jews and/or
their lackeys) have most often stolen "their" ideas (of course from Europeans) or they have
received awards for absolute nonsense, everything to make the Jewish mongrel race of
criminals look good to the public. This is all a part of their very effective lie-propaganda. The
truth is that there are thousands of Europeans with brilliant ideas who, if they don't end up
having their theories stolen by some Jew, are never allowed to develop their ideas, who never
receive any awards or even any attention, because they are European. The most obvious and
perhaps best evidence supporting what I say here is of course Hitler's Germany, who threw out
the Jews and because of that within 12 years became the most scientifically advanced nation
in the world! Although slightly improved (by Germans), the rocket science of today is basically
the same as it was in 1945. German scientists also proved the connection between smoking
and lung cancer even before the war, something the Jews didn't let us know until the late
70ies (80ies?) (when they were forced to accept it, simply because they weren't able to keep it
a secret any longer). They wanted us to die from lung cancer, and they wanted to make money
on selling us this poison as well, so they suppressed the "Nazi" science warning us about
smoking. You would be surprised if you knew just how much European science has been
suppressed by them and their lackeys, because it could not be implemented into their plan to
exterminate us, because it could not be used in any way by them to achieve their goals.
Needless to say all race science has been completely ignored, banned and ridiculed. They want
none of that. E. g. they don't want us to know that diabetes was known as "the Jew-disease",
and that it is a result of hybridization (with the metabolism of different races in conflict in the
same body). The more race mixed you are, the more likely you are to get diabetes. The Jews
being the most race mixed breed in the world naturally suffers greatly from this, and Israel
suffers more than any other nation. The "epidemic" of diabetes we see in Europe today is
naturally a result of this too; race mixing and immigration of race mixed individuals. Very few
Europeans suffer from this. (NB! I can add that you don't have to be race mixed to get diabetes,
and you don't have to get it either if you are race mixed.) This is in any case something they
don't want us to know. It conflicts with their plan to finish us off using (amongst other means)
race mixing.

With all this considered we are left with only one conclusion; we are at war. Europe is under
siege! Our European race is currently being exterminated in a genocide that has been going on
for 2000 years, and many Europeans (both Christians and Socialists and other internationalists
too) participate in this genocide. We don't recognize their means of aggression, because they
deceit and treachery are alien to us, but we are under attack. Europe is at war! Defend Europe
before it is too late!

I have to stress too that Islam and Muslims are not the main threat to us. They are just a
means used by Jews (who let them into Europe in the first place) to mongrelize us and finish
us off as a race, and not least to make us fight for the Jews in their criminal wars. Our true
enemy is the Jews! Never forget that!



You are all free to print, publish, use and distribute, translate and quote this article wherever
and in any way you want. Only through the enlightenment of other Europeans (wherever they
live) can we prevail and know that we will prevail. We always do. Light always prevails over
darkness.

Varg Vikernes
Bergen 14.12.2012

"We have not inherited Europe from our forebears. We have only borrowed it from our
children."


